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1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) is an application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that allows systems to learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed. In effect, it is about developing predictive models that can access data and use it to learn on their own. There are several types of learning, we distinguish:

Supervised learning: is done using a truth, that is, we have prior knowledge of what the output values for our samples should be. Therefore, the goal of this type of learning is to learn a function that given a sample of data and the desired results, in order to best approximate the relationship between observable inputs and outputs. There are two types of supervised learning. Classification algorithms which seek to predict a class/category and Regression algorithms which seek to predict a continuous value.

Unsupervised learning: aims to data structure inference. The two most common subcategories in unsupervised learning are clustering and dimensionality reduction. In clustering observations are grouped in such a method as to produce high intra-group similarity and low inter-group similarity. The different types of clustering methods that have been proposed are entropy-based, density-based and distribution-based methods. Reduction of dimensionality aims to increase the information density of the data by reducing their dimensionality while retaining most of the inherent information. There are different techniques based on principal component analysis (PCA) which derive linear combinations of the original variables to cover as much of the variance in the data as possible. Second, neural network-based methods reduce dimensionality with particular architectures.
AI is increasingly entering our daily lives with impressive applications. This article discusses the use of ML to solve problems in finance research. The contribution of this article is threefold. First, we provide an introduction to Machine Learning. Next we pay particular attention to the different R package implemented (see Mestiri.S (2019) [23]). We build a taxonomy of current and future ML applications in finance. Finally, we study the prospects of ML applications in finance. The research paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the different Machine Learning techniques used. In section 3, we present a taxonomy of existing ML applications. The fifth section is devoted to limitation and perspective. Finally, we conclude in section 6.

2 Machine learning techniques

2.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

Ronald Fisher (1933)[10] pioneered work on discriminant analysis. In his work, he developed a statistical technique for defaults prediction, by developing a linear combination of quantitative predictor variables. This linear combination of descriptors is called discriminant function. The output of ADL is a score that is consists of classify a data observation between the good and bad classes.

\[ Score = \sum_{i=0}^{p} a_i X_i \]  

Where \( a_i \) are the weights associated with the quantitative input variables \( X_i \).

The lda function from the MASS library (Venables and Ripley, 2002)[33] have been used to implement the discriminant analysis as follows:

\[ \text{lda}_\text{mod} \leftarrow \text{lda}(Y \sim ., \text{training}_\text{data}) \]

2.2 Logistic Regression (LR)

Logistic regression is a statistical method used for binary classification tasks (e.g. 0 or 1, bad or good, health or default, etc). Corresponding to Ohlson (1980) [26], the outcome of LR model can be written as:

\[ P(y = 1|X) = \text{sigmoid}(z) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-z)} \]  

where \( P(y = 1|X) \) is the probability of \( y \) being 1, given the input variables \( X \), \( z \) is a linear combination of \( X \): \( z = a_0 + a_1 X_1 + a_2 X_2 + \ldots + a_p X_p \)

where \( a_0 \) is the intercept term, \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_p \) are the weights, and \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_p \) are the input variables.

The glm functions from the stats library (R Core Team, 2016) have been utilized for the
estimation of the Logit.

\[
\text{logit\_mod} \leftarrow \text{glm}(Y \sim ., \text{family} = \text{binomial}, \text{data} = \text{Training\_data})
\]

### 2.3 Decision Trees (DT)

Decision trees are typically not formulated in terms of mathematical equations, but rather as a sequence of logical rules that describe how the input variables are used to predict the output variable. However, the splitting criterion used to select the best split at each decision node can be expressed mathematically. The Gini impurity measures the probability of misclassifying an observation in \( S \) if we randomly assign it to a class based on the proportion of observations in each class (Gelfand et al., 1991) [12]. A small value of \( G(S) \) indicates that the observations in \( S \) are well-separated by the input variables. The split with the smallest value of \( \Delta G \) is chosen as the best split. The decision tree algorithm proceeds recursively, splitting the data at each decision node based on the best split, until a stopping criterion is met, such as reaching a maximum depth or minimum number of observations at a leaf node.

The following R script which runs the rpart function from the \texttt{rpart} package (Therneau TM, Atkinson EJ, 1997.) [25], is used for the Decision Trees model:

\[
\text{DT\_Mod} \leftarrow \text{rpart}(\text{formula} = Y \sim ., \text{data} = \text{training\_data}, \text{method} = \text{"class"}, \text{parms} = \text{list(loss = , nrow = )})
\]

### 2.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Support vector machine (SVM), developed by Vapnik (1998) [32], is a supervised learning algorithm used for classification, regression, and outlier detection. The basic idea of this technique is to find the best separating hyperplane between the two classes in a given dataset. The mathematical formulation of SVM can be divided into two parts: the optimization problem and the decision function.

The decision function takes an input vector \( x \) and returns its predicted class label based on whether the output of the hyperplane is positive or negative. The details of the optimization process are discussed in (Chang and Lin, 2004 [6]; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000 [8]; Gunn, 1998) [17].

Thereafter, SVM finds the best separating hyperplane by solving an optimization problem that maximizes the margin between the two classes, subject to constraints that ensure all data points are correctly classified with a margin of at least \( 1 - \xi_i \). The decision function then predicts the class label of new data points based on the output of the hyperplane.

The \texttt{svm} function from the \texttt{e1071} library available on CRAN has been employed (Karatzoglou et al., 2004) [19]

\[
\text{svm\_mod} \leftarrow \text{svm}(\text{as.factor}(Y) \sim ., \text{data} = \text{training\_data}, \text{cost} = 10, \text{gamma} = 1/\text{length(data)}, \text{probability} = \text{TRUE})
\]
2.5 Random Forests (RF)

Random Forest is an ensemble of learning algorithm developed by Breiman (2001) [5]. It is a type of ensemble learning method that combines multiple decision trees for making predictions. The algorithm is called "random" because it uses random subsets of the features and random samples of the data to build the individual decision trees. The data is split into training and testing sets. The training set is used to build the model, and the testing set is used to evaluate its performance. At each node of a decision tree, the algorithm selects a random subset of the features to consider when making a split. This helps to reduce overfitting and increase the diversity of the individual decision trees.

The following R script which runs the randomForest function from the randomForest package (Liaw and Wiener(2007).)[18] is used for the Random Forests

\[
RF_\text{mod} \leftarrow \text{randomForest}(\text{as.factor}(Y) \sim ., \text{data} = \text{Training_ data}, \text{mtry}=\text{ncol(data)}-1, \text{ntree}=1000)
\]

3 Applications in finance

A significant and growing part of economists is moving towards using the tools offered by ML to conduct innovative empirical analyses. The reason is twofold. ML has allowed economists to use new databases (multidimensional, images, texts) which until then remained unusable with traditional methods; it also opened the way for exploring new problems important to the discipline, notably problems where the prediction of an event is the main research question.

Thus, ML can be understood as a methodological but also conceptual advance in the discipline. It broadens the deductive approach in economics, It now also proposes to explore fields of research where we let the data speak in order to predict certain processes. In this sense, ML poses today as the best way to listen carefully to what the data has to tell us. ML therefore adds to the economist’s toolbox not only to exploit new data and incorporate new methods, but also, ultimately, to address and solve new problems.

3.1 Construction of higher and new measures

Researchers can use ML to construct superior and new measures, studies of this archetype use ML to extract information from unconventional high dimensional data such as text, images or videos and construct a numerical measure of an economic variable. Using higher metrics reduces attenuation bias, leading to more accurate estimates. New measures allow new analyzes with previously unmeasurable economic aspects.
3.2 Algorithmic trading

Algorithmic trading refers to the use of algorithms to make better trading decisions. Usually, traders build mathematical models that monitor economic news and trading activities in real time to detect any factors that could force security prices up or down. The model comes with a set of predetermined instructions on various parameters such as timing, price, quantity and other factors to make trades without the active participation of the trader.

Unlike human traders, algorithmic trading can analyse large volumes of data simultaneously and make thousands of trades every day. Machine learning enables rapid trading decisions, giving human traders an advantage over the market average. Additionally, algorithmic trading does not make trading decisions based on emotions, which is a common limitation among human traders whose judgement may be affected by emotions or personal aspirations. The trading method is mainly used by hedge fund managers and financial institutions to automate trading activities.

3.3 Sentiment Measures

In finance, our interest lies primarily in sentiment aggregated to markets such as the stock market, which is the most common target of ML-based sentiment measures. The majority of relevant studies use measures of sentiment towards stocks to study their effect on future stock returns. There are many studies that construct a measure of investor sentiment from social media e.g. Antweiler and Frank (2004)[1] use naïve Bayes and SVM methods to classify user posts on the Yahoo Finance forum as positive or negative where they aggregate their classifications to construct a measure of stock market sentiment. In addition to text analyses, Obaid and Pukthuanthong (2022)[27] apply machine learning to news photos to derive a sentiment measure for stocks and find that it can replace text-based measures. Other studies use analyst reports or annual reports to measure sentiment.

3.4 Measurements of the business leaders characteristics

The large quantity of image data available free of charge on the Internet allows numerous studies to exploit this information and extract several criteria such the appearance of business leaders, their personality traits, and these own convictions. Indeed, recent progress in ML also allows studies that construct measures of executive emotions. For example, Akansu et al. (2017)[2] apply ML-based face reading to videos of CEOs during press interviews to extract facial emotions and quantify the CEO’s mood, emotions such as anger, disgust, fear are measured, sadness, happiness or surprise and study their effect on company performance.
3.5 Measures of the company characteristics

Studies construct measures of company characteristics with ML methods are mainly based on measures of financial characteristics and risk exposures of companies. Buehlmaier and Whited (2018)[6] apply ML to annual reports to construct a measure of financial constraints. So ML can also help study corporate culture. Li et al. (2021)[17] extract aspects of corporate culture from conference call transcripts. Indeed, they study the effect on company performance measures such as operational efficiency and company value. Finally, the capabilities of ML enable the construction of new measures of business connectivity.

Credit risk is a typical economic forecasting problem (see Mestiri, S and Hamdi, M.(2012)[24]). its goal is to detect which potential borrowers will eventually default. Tantri (2021)[15] predicts consumer credit default with strengthened regression trees based on borrower data. Mestiri, S.(2023) [21] use credit card transaction data to predict repayment patterns. Corporate credit risk is another area where ML can provide superior credit risk predictions. Tian et al. (2015)[16] and Hamdi and Mestiri (2014)[14] directly predict corporate bankruptcy from corporate financial statements and market data.

3.6 Forecasting of company results

Analysing the determinants of firm-specific outcomes is an important topic of study in the field of corporate finance that can also be the target of ML-based forecasting. Two studies use ML to predict different financial results. Amini et al. (2021)[3] study corporate capital structure as a typical problem in corporate finance and predict corporate leverage based on standard determinants of capital structure. Mestiri, S. (2023)[21] applied random forests to predict future profits of companies based on their accounting data. Corporate misconduct represents another forecasting problem. Bao et al(2020)[4] type of corporate misconduct we will study is accounting fraud. Xiang et al. (2012)[35] apply ML-based textual analysis to predict startup acquisitions based on company data. Non-parametric models (Mestiri and Farhat 2021)[22] have been investigated in the literature.

4 Limitation and Perspective

ML can process high-dimensional numerical data, that is, data composed of a high number of variables compared to the number of observations. These high-dimensional data arise if there are several economically relevant variables or if non-linearities and interaction effects play an important role. ML methods exploit the information content of this data to make predictions with small errors. Secondly, ML allows the exploitation of unconventional data which is used to extract economically relevant information which can then be a starting point for other economic analyses.
There are also limitations and drawbacks to using Machine learning (ML). First, ML methods tend to have low interpretability. It is often not directly observable how the algorithm generated its results so ML is not generally suited to problems that require in-depth understanding. Second, ML requires large data sets. But unfortunately, large scale data is not always available for many research questions in finance. Finally, the use of ML often incurs high computational costs, e.g. neural networks with complex architectures. However, many researchers are still unclear about how and where to apply ML in finance.

Machine learning relies heavily on data and models and lacks universality and autonomy. In terms of accuracy of forecasting, the performance of Machine learning model is not always better than traditional methods, and the time and computing resources required for Machine learning are much higher than traditional methods. This therefore requires high investments but has great potential.

5 Conclusion

Machine learning methods are attracting significant attention in finance. The success of these methods stems from their ability to provide flexible regularized approximations to the theoretically optimal decision rules in data-rich environments. The empirical application of machine learning in finance involves several methodological challenges. In this paper, we cover some of the interesting recent developments that address these challenges. This is an exciting and rapidly growing area of research and we foresee many interesting methodological developments and applications in the future.
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